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Slow down to feel the life in EDEN destinations

VULKANLAND
3 days sample program for couples
Day 1
Arrival in Feldbach and check-in at the hotel. Ambassadors of the region will welcome the group at the hotel and guide
the guests with stories about the people of the region steirisches Vulkanland. Typical styrian lunch at the Bauernstadl.
A short walk to the Tabor Museum, the former defense system, which surrounds the parish church of Feldbach on
three sides. The guided tour will provide insights into folklore, natural history, geography, crafts, history, archeology,
geology and volcanism, as well as the culture of Southeast Styria and Feldbach. Later on we will enjoy in old town,
where you can find fine shops in original renovated little houses. With the wine expert Sissi, you will taste the typical
wines of the regional volcano soil in their wine bar and learn charming and funny stories. It remains a bit time to explore
the city with its special flair and small shops on your own. Dinner at the fine Italian restaurant “Lo Scoglio” directly at
the river Raab in walking distance to the hotel. Overnight.
Day 2
Strengthened by the extensive breakfast we will take a short bus trip for a hike along the quarry Gossendorf.
Volcanoes formed the landscape 20 million years ago and gave it the appearance and the basis for the diversity and
richness of nature. Hiking is a sensitization for these treasures. Once you arrive at the quarry, you will be guided by a
meditative connection to the volcanic landscape. After this experience, we will have lunch in typical Styrian Gasthaus
Kulmberghof. At the next skittles in the nearby Loambudl (old regional bowling alley) you can prove your skill. Fun
and good entertainment are guaranteed. After a short drive, we will take a look at the Loderer art foundry and
participate in a casting process. Here, unique sculptures of different kinds are produced. The steps from the model to
the finished sculpture are brought to the attention of the amateur as well as the professional sculptor. Dinner at the hotel.
Overnight.
Day 3
After a hearty breakfast, you will visit Castle Kornberg. Consul Mag. Andreas Graf von Bardeau offers exclusive
insights into the private rooms of Kornberg Castle. There are historical backgrounds of the family, as well as amusing
anecdotes. Count Bardeau takes you personally through the castle and thus provides an exciting and unforgettable insight
into the last centuries. At Vulcano Ursprung, you will experience the world of hunting as a realm of the senses. During
the tour, you will hear about the persistent path of Vulcano, which has been producing delicious air-dried raw ham - one
of the best in Europe - for around 15 years. We will also enjoy high-quality raw ham. Afterwards we will visit the
Obsthof Stangl, where Michaela Stangl gives a glimpse into the art of schnapps burning. You will get an insight into
the work at the farm and taste exquisite brandies from the fruits of the Vulkanland. Farewell.
Net price for tour operators: 299 EUR per person / group of minimum 16 persons


The price includes:
o English speaking local guides
o 2 BBs (bed and breakfast) at Hotel 3* in Feldbach
o 2 lunches
o 2 dinners
o Guided meditation, tastings, sightseeing and entrance fees according to the program
o Organisation

More information:
Spirit of Regions, Auersbach 71, 8330 Feldbach, Austria, Phone: +43 664 9682882; touren@spiritour.at

